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ABSTRACT 

ANALYSING NATONI OF AENA BIFE IN NAIFATU VILLAGE, SANTIAN SUB 

DISTRICT, SOUTH CENTRAL TIMOR REGENCY 

 

Mediana Loinenak
1
, Imanuel Kamlasi

2
, Febronia Lasi

3 

English Study Program of Timor University 

Email: medianaloinenak@gmail.com 

The purposes of this research were to analyze the expressions used in Natoni of 

Aena Bife and to analyze the values Natoni of Aena Bife. The method of the 

research was qualitative method.The research was conducted in Naifatu Village, 

Santian Sub District, South Central Timor Regency. The data sources used 

primary data, obtained through interviews and secondary data obtained from 

observation.  The data collection procedures  can be divided into several stages 

including the first stage is invite some parents and one of the tarditional leaders  

that know about Natoni of Aena Bife. In Naifatu village, preparation of the room 

that would  be used during the Natoni.  Preparation of material such as money that 

would  be used during the Natoni. After the Natoni of Aena Bifewas finished, it is 

continued with a question and answer session with a list of questions provided by 

the researcher. After everything ends, the informat and some of old people leave 

the place where the Natoniof Aena Bifetakes place.The analytical techniques used 

in this study are transcription, translation, analysis and conclusion. The result of 

this study indicate that  there are 24 expressions dan 2 values(social value and 

culture value).. Based on the result of this writing that has been stated, the writer 

can put forward some suggestion for parents, the younger generation and the 

general public.  
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